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Greetings and other things from Father Mills 

Boston, Mass., October 20, 1909.   

Dear Brothers of the Black and Red:  

It was with great satisfaction that I learned of the plan of our His-
torian to publish a Quarterly in the interest of our beloved Fraternity.  I 
heartily bid him “God-speed” in the undertaking, and trust that he will 
have the hearty co-operation of all true and loyal Sinfonians the world 
over.  I most gladly avail myself of the opportunity offered of sending in 
this first issue my warmest fraternal greetings to each and every Sinfo-
nian brother.  As I was in some measure instrumental and thus respon-
sible for the beginning of a movement that has, during the past ten 
years, brought many young men in our musical institutions of learning 
closer together in friendly relations, who, with clasped hands, looking 
into each others eyes, have pledged themselves to be brothers and 
friends in deed and truth forever, I am deeply impressed with the re-
sponsibility we assume when we invite men to become one with us, 
bound together by fraternal ties that are never to be broken.  It is a 
serious responsibility, as well as a great opportunity, and God will sure-
ly hold us to strict account for our influence upon each other, whether 
it be for good or for evil, uplifting or degrading.  We are wont to meet 
together as brothers on many occasions; at our annual conventions, at 
our chapter meetings, socials, dances, banquets, suppers, smokers, etc.  
The question we ought to ask ourselves in all seriousness is: Are we 
better for it; has all this association and expenditure of time, energy 
and money made us and our brothers better, stronger, broader men 
physically, mentally, morally, spiritually?  If it has done so we are cer-
tainly on the right track.  If not, we should pause where we are and give 
the matter more serious thought, and see if there are not some chang-
es for the better that can be made in our programs in the future.  There 
may be some benefit derived, and no doubt there is, by spending our 
social evenings eating, drinking, smoking, singing, dancing, etc., but I 
have long felt convinced that there is a better way, and that at least 
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part of our evenings might better be devoted to exercises that would 
minister directly to our higher natures, which would prove quite as 
enjoyable and in the end far more profitable.   

Alpha Chapter tried an experiment last year by devoting one 
evening to what we called a “Fireside Conference.”  The topic under 
consideration was “Life—Physical, Mental, Moral and Spiritual.”  The 
evening was such a success, and so much enjoyed by those present, 
that the entertainment committee has designated one evening this 
year to be devoted to the same purpose.  It would be extremely gratify-
ing to me to learn that other chapters had resolved to try this experi-
ment. 

I assure you that we men, all of us, need, more perhaps than we 
think, to withdraw from the active, noisy, materialistic rush of the 
world, not to mention the sensuous, intoxicating, social pleasures of life 
that minister only to the flesh, and in peaceful quiet meditate upon and 
consider together some of the deep things of life, listen to the voice of 
the Eternal and be taught by the infinite spirit of truth.   

I would suggest the following as a few topics, the careful and 
thoughtful consideration of which, I believe, could not fail to broaden 
our horizon and stimulate us to higher ideals.  Life, love, faith, harmony, 
goodness, peace, spirituality, power, purity, liberty, constancy, aspira-
tion, wisdom, revelation, illumination, trust.  “These are not merely 
abstract qualities, but as weighed by human nature and experience 
have reality and are the product of divine authorship.”  To these could 
be added others more directly related to the material plane, as health, 
vitality, strength, beauty, soundness, ability, growth, freedom, whole-
ness, etc.   

In conclusion, I would like to quote a few lines from one of Prof. 
Henry Wood’s recent books: “Life is the most primal and supreme reali-
ty which can engage our thought.  Its origin, order of manifestation and 
expressive phenomena ever have had and ever will have an absorbing 
interest.  Its fundamental principles form the romance of science, the 
fascination of philosophy, the charm of mysticism, and are involved in 
the basic factors of religion.  It is admittedly in vain that we attempt to 
define the indefinable or to fathom the inscrutable.  But while trans-
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cendent truth does not lie upon the surface, any contemplation of and 
aspiration toward it is always profitable.  The earnest search for law, 
whether physical, moral or spiritual, is always inspiring.  While our most 
lofty thought of the unconditioned must be conditional, we are yet 
conscious of its expansive and uplifting tendency upon our nature.”   

I should be greatly pleased to hear from any brother regarding the 
foregoing suggestions and would be glad indeed to assist any chapter 
desirous of adopting them.   

Again, with all best wishes, I am, yours, most sincerely and frater-
nally,  

In ΦMA, 
Ossian E. Mills 
 

from The Mystic Cat; I, 1 (November, 1909): 1, 3. 

 

  




